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NEW RELEASES NO. 3 – 2020 
             
Jon Hassell & Farafina: Flash Of The Spirit 
GBCD 87 / € 10,45 / 4030433608722 / label: tak:til / format: CD / USA-Burkina Faso – Popular 
GBLP 87 / € 19,95 / 4030433608715 / label: tak:til / format: 2LP+CD / USA-Burkina Faso – Popular 

Composer and trumpeter Jon Hassell has been an elusive, iconic musical figure for more than half a 
century. He’s best known as the pioneer and propagandist of “Fourth World” music, mixing technology with 
the tradition and spirituality of non-western cultures to create what he termed the “coffee-colored classical 
music of the future.” In 1987 he joined with Farafina, the acclaimed percussion, voice, and dance troupe 
from Burkina Faso, to record Flash of the Spirit. While the album is a natural extension of those “Fourth 
World” ideas, it also a distinctive outlier in the careers of both artists; an unrepeated merging of sounds 
whose influence still reverberates today. Listen. 
             
Antonio Zambujo: Do Avesso 
MDC 20 / € 10,95 / 5051083154345 / label: Sons Em Transit / format: CD / Portugal – Fado 

In just a few years, António Zambujo has become an essential artist in his country, and with this new album 
Do Avesso (Inside out) he explores new musical directions and broadens the boundaries of his repertoire. 
From guitar ballads to the participation of the Sinfonietta de Lisboa Orchestra, he has created the ideal 
soundtrack for a young and popular Lisbon, joyfully looking to the future and proud of its roots. On stage, he 
is accompanied by 3 musicians (piano, double bass and Portuguese guitar) for more intimate orchestrations 
that give him the freedom to express himself where he excels: alone with his guitar in front of his audience. 
Listen to a track.  

             
It Dockumer Lokaeltsje: Alles Is Goed (Out on Friday February 14

th
, 2020) 

MRCD 28 / € 8,95 / 7061259696454 / label: Makkum Records / format: CD / Netherlands – Folk-Rock 
MRLP 28 / € 12,45 / 7061251005353 / label: Makkum Records / format: LP / Netherlands – Folk-Rock 

It Dockumer Lokaeltsje has always been a fan of Deutsch Amerikanische Freundschaft (DAF). In 1981 these 
electro-punks from Düsseldorf drove mankind into the drapes with their successful album 'Alles Is Gut'. In the 
dancefloor hit 'Der Mussolini', Gabi Delgado-Lopez and Robert Gorl made provocative connections between 
totalitarianism and Christianity. In 1987 It Dockumer Lokaeltsje covers 'Der Räuber und der Prinz', the most 
exciting gay ballad ever, for the Dutch VPRO radio and now there's a sequel: 'Alles Is Goed'. Deutsch 
Amerikanische Freundschaft (DAF) in Frisian language. Listen to a track. 

             
El Pony Pisador: Matricular Una Galera 
CR 1900713 / € 11,45 / 8437019367060 / label: T-sunami / format: CD / Spain – World 

El Pony Pisador's new album proposes a journey around the world through sea shanties and folk tunes, with 
sounds and influences from swing to habanera. Bulgarian dances or heavy metal. It mixes folk and 
traditional music from around the world in a perfect balance between sense of humor and virtuosity. Three 
years after the first self-published album, 'Yarr's i Trons', which has taken them to concerts in the United 
Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands or the United States, they present their second work ‘Matricular una 
Galera’.  El Pony Pisador is the first group from Catalunya to sing sea shanties and the only one to perform 
at international festivals of the genre. They have also explored and combined genres such as the yodel 
(creating the first yodel song in Catalan) or the tuvans harmonica chants. Listen. 

             
Ellinor & Leonor: Arsringar 
KAKACD 36 / € 9,45 / 7320470240724 / label: Kakafon Records / format: CD / Sweden – Folk 

With the unusual combination of five-string cello and fiddle, Ellinor & Leonor vitalise and give new life to 
Swedish folk music. On this album the duo present traditional tunes from South Dalarna in stylish and lilting 
arrangements enriched with improvisation and influences from chamber and world music. The duo have 
chosen to call their second album 'Arsringar' (Growth Rings) in celebration of significant Swedish folk 
musicians that have gone before. Retaining a respect for the traditional, the duo relishes in the spontaneity 
of artistic freedom to playfully develop and express the material through different genres. Thanks to Leonor’s 
way of playing her five-string cello, the melody wanders between the two instruments, leaving room for 
improvisation. Listen. 
 

https://youtu.be/rd9veR9t5do
https://youtu.be/-Qkhct6gkXY
https://soundcloud.com/makkumrecords/05-de-rover-en-de-prins-m-1
https://youtu.be/b5O_x9cJTA8
https://youtu.be/l29ZWQmFX_s
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Navarra: I Ljusningen 
KAKACD38 / € 9,45 / 7320470240755 / label: Kakafon Records / format: CD / Sweden – Folk 

Navarra is folk music with a nerve of city pulse and a longing for morning light. It’s energy-laden folk groove 
and a gentle comfort on a rainy day. 'I ljusningen' (At dawn) is the band’s third and much-awaited album. It 
gives us folk music with Navarra’s unmistakable energy and joyous interplay but there are also songs that 
really stretch the concept of folk music. Lyrics with a deep and personal imagery are given color and form in 
accurate compositions. Arvid Kästel's groovy folk music piano and Erika Risinger's virtuoso violin playing 
rest firmly on a creative and confident drum play by Carl Johan Groth. Sofia Kunze's warm voice naturally 
weaves into the whole. At dawn, just as the sun breaks through the veil of night, we find Navarra's magical 
world. Listen to a track. 

             
Blue Moon Travellers: Into The Blue 
CDLBR 1 / € 10,95 / 0880992155342 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

This dynamic duo comprise of Jim Bowers and Sheila McWhirter, who hail from Edinburgh and Oban 
respectively. They are experienced and seasoned performers, having performed in a variety of line-ups and 
genres over the years, and have been praised for their warm, emotional and honest vocals and sensitive 
guitar accompaniment, coupled with first class songwriting. Essentially an acoustic duo they expand on their 
instrumentation introducing bass, drums, cello and harmonica into their recordings. With elements of folk, 
soul, funk and rock the songs really do shift in pace throughout the album and instantly you are drawn to the 
amazing vocals and guitar playing.  

             
Charlie Grey & Joseph Peach: Air Iomall 
CDBSR 7 / € 10,95 / 0745114103994 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

Scottish duo Charlie Grey and Joseph Peach release 'Air Iomall' (pronounced ‘air im-al’ and Scottish Gaelic 
for “On the Edge”), a suite of new music born from a journey to now uninhabited islands deep in the North 
Atlantic – some of Scotland’s most remote and remarkable places. Grey and Peach travelled aboard the 
Dutch tall ship Wylde Swan with filmmaker Hamish MacLeod, who documented the trip for the 
accompanying Air Iomall film, and wrote music inspired by the histories, people, and landscapes of these 
mysterious, wild locations.  The film follows the duo on this once in a lifetime experience. It culminates with 
a concert of their new music on St Kilda – the most remote part of the UK. That live performance is captured 
in its entirety on the album. Listen to a track.  
             
Captain Of The Lost Waves: Hidden Gems II 
BBC 419 / € 10,95 / 0604565216939 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

The second album from Captain of the Lost Waves featuring wonderful art work on the cover and CD plus 
the lyrics to each song set out as a board game. Master of musical mystery, Captain of the Lost Waves has 
released his second album 'Hidden Gems Chapter II'. The mystical magician of sound brings the planet a 
refreshing glance of destiny, with lyrics of wizardry and a sonic display from instruments I can’t even 
pronounce. The Captain was born to be an entertainer, perhaps even a prophet…watching his show is a life 
altering experience…heavy excesses mixed with hedonism, gluttonies and musical debauchery. Think 
Monty Python meets Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody.  

             
Viba: Viba 
ECD 201977 / € 9,95 / 0707124559284 / label: Eclipse Music / format: CD / Finland – Fusion 
ELP 201908 / € 14,95 / 7071245592882 / label: Eclipse Music / format: LP / Finland – Fusion 

A convincing debut, an impressive band, a unique mix of pop, rock and a bit of jazz. At the same time, Virva 
Immonen, who built the Viba band around herself, introduces herself as a very personal singer-songwriter. 
Immonen sings straight, sometimes with jazz-like phrasing. The songs, with their chords, often rely on all 
the clear box structures familiar from all sides of pop or folk. Immonen's song and a few improvisations 
bring a fresh clarity, making the surface shimmer, while bassist Oskari Siirtola and drummer Okko 
Saastamoinen focus on creating a tight rhythm mat. The album combinations with all their variations work: 
rhythmic beats, pop minimalism, vocalism, jazz-imprints, electronic ecstasy, all part of Viba's coloring. 
Listen to a track. 

             
Jean Erik: This Is Jean Erik 
ECD 201978 / € 9,95 / 1934822806364 / label: Eclipse Music / format: CD / Finland – Jazz 
ELP 201910 / € 14,95 / 0193483380636 / label: Eclipse Music / format: LP / Finland – Jazz 

The Sibelius Academy, in the capital Helsinki, which takes its music quite seriously, producing world-class 
players. Within those hallowed walls is the jazz department (nice) where one of the alumni is Janne “Jean 
Erik” Tuovinen, who is considered to be one of this Scandinavian country’s top double bass players, and it 
is he who has released his (and his band’s) debut album. Piano, sax, and drums are augmented by 
occasional low-level synths to provide an interesting slant on the traditional four-piece and makes for a very 
pleasing listen. Having studied as a pupil of Led Zeppelin bassist John Paul Jones, Janne “Jean Erik” 
Tuovinen’s debut album is contemporary jazz at its very best, fused with modern sonic soundscapes. As the 
recepient of the Ted Curson memorial award in 2017 sax virtuoso Pauli Lyytinen gives the album some 
major soloing highlights. Listen.  
 
 

https://youtu.be/Z43xyaCFipo
https://vimeo.com/333741459
https://soundcloud.com/viba-music/loppu-poikki
https://youtu.be/pkXrSnO4TjA
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Ozma: Hyperlapse 
CR 293 / € 10,45 / 0194397001525 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / France – Jazz 

Imagine John Coltrane playing with Rage Against The Machine, Ravi Shankar jamming with Pink Floyd or 
Amon Tobin remixing a New Orleans fanfare… Ozma is a supercharged quintet led by drummer Stephane 
Scharle. A music both adventurous and accessible that the group has been able to share through 8 albums, 
multiple creations and more than 450 concerts on 4 continents. Composed by drummer Stephane Scharle, 
Ozma's new album 'Hyperlapse' is a bewitching and jubilant road book dedicated to ten cities crossed by the 
band during an incredible 2018 tour. Listen.  
             
African Variations: La Ronde Des Oiseaux (Out on Friday February 14

th
, 2020) 

CR 300 / € 10,45 / 0194397132526 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / France – World-Jazz 

About 15 years ago, Cherif Soumano (kora) and Sébastien Giniaux (guitars, cello) met in Bamako. Since 
then, their career path has often crossed and their friendship has grown around a dialogue between two 
cultures, two continents. With African Variations, a project initiated in 2016, Sébastien and Chérif are 
travelling from Paris jazz to african desert blues, from kora arabesques to virtuoso cellos, from the great flute 
of Naïssam Jalal on the preceding album to Paloma Pradal's flamboyant flamenco vocals on this new record. 
Beyond the friendship, their musical complicity and their pleasure to play together is just stunning. Listen. 

             
Sayag Jazz Machine: Quantic Jumping 
10H 28 / € 10,45 / 0190759764824 / label: 10H10 / format: CD / France – Jazz 

In view of their discography and stage reputation, the Sayag Jazz Machine today undeniably embodies a 
vision, a way of living music too. After their previous album, released in 2007, the collective is back this year 
to recall the singularity of their approach. The jazzy drum'n'bass that founded the initial project has evolved 
over time into a wide sound and stage vector resolutely turned towards parallel futuristic universes. 'Quantic 
Jumping' is perhaps then the most complete album of the Sayag Jazz Machine. For Christophe Vermand, 
beatmaker and founding member of the band, this 4th album Quantic Jumping is the culmination of a 
creative process, but also the fruit of a desire, a need for experimentation. Teaser. 

EXPECTED 
             
Pulled By Magnets: Rose Golden Doorways (Out on Friday February 28

th
, 2020) 

GBCD 88 / € 10,45 / 4030433608821 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / England – Fusion 
GBLP 88 / € 13,45 / 4030433608814 / label: tak:til-Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / England – Fusion 

There’s the glittering list of collaborations that includes Patti Smith, Brian Eno and David Byrne, the 
trailblazing (post-) jazz strangeness of Polar Bear, the drumming and producing for Sons of Kemet, of which 
he was a founding member, the film soundtrack work (on Chris Morris’s latest, among others) and, as we 
move into the new decade, there’s … well, what is this exactly? How many Seb Rochfords are there? But 
let’s take refuge in facts for a moment: Rose Golden Doorwayswas recorded in The Old Church in Stoke 
Newington, London and features, in addition to Rochford, Polar Bear comrade Pete Wareham on saxophone 
and Neil Charles (Zed-U, Empirical) on bass guitar.  

             
David Linx: Skin In The Game (Book+CD) (Out on Friday March 20

th
, 2020) 

CR 297 / € 13,95 / 0194397095029 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / Belgium – Jazz 

David Linx is arguably the inventor of the "European jazz singer", and he is, far beyond the European area, 
one of the most formidable jazz singers that can be heard. For this new opus of original compositions sung in 
English, he has brought together a combo of leaders with Gregory Privat on piano, Chris Jennings on double 
bass, Arnaud Dolmen on drums and luxury guest Manu Codjia on guitar. Between ballads and more rhythmic 
tracks, two songs embellished with poems by Marlon Moore add an extra colour to the album and remind us 
of the first sublime album made by David Linx with the writer James Baldwin in 1987.  

             
Tamikrest: Tamotait (Out on Friday March 27

th
, 2020) 

GBCD 91 / € 10,45 / 4030433609125 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Mali – Touareg 
GBLP 91 / € 13,45 / 4030433609118 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Mali – Touareg 

Tamikrest return with a vivid, irrepressible rock and roll statement. Their most powerful album since 2013’s 
wildly acclaimed Chatma, Tamotaït finds the band not only turning up the volume, but also sharpening their 
meditative atmospherics and ruminations on the state of the Sahara and the world beyond. Features 
acclaimed Moroccan singer Hindi Zahra. Sometimes music is more than the notes played or the words sung. 
With the political situation so volatile and desperate in the Saharan ancestral lands from which Tamikrest 
come, this is more than an album. This is resistance.  

             
Orkesta Mendoza: Curandero (Out on Friday April 10

th
, 2020) 

GBCD 90 / € 10,45 / 4030433609026 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / USA-Mexico – Popular 
GBLP 90 / € 13,45 / 4030433609019 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / USA-Mexico – Popular 

Sergio Mendoza (also from Calexico) grew up on both sides of the US/Mexican frontier. On the band’s 3rd 
album, “Curandero,” his musical melding of that experience explodes from the speakers,  boogaloo, cumbia, 
ranchera & rock’n’roll. Orkesta Mendoza found that; as soon as the songs began to flow for Curandero the 
stars seemed to align and everything was composed, recorded and mastered in just a few short months. The 
music flows as if it had been waiting to appear. It crosses and re-crosses that fluid border between Mexico 
and the United States, mixing rock and pop with ranchera and cumbia alongside snatches of mariachi horns. 
And hovering over everything is the spirit of ‘60s boogaloo. Border music without borders.  

https://youtu.be/0O5-OuEqbPU
https://youtu.be/FyfMCdcvdGE
https://youtu.be/r-s3GPlMs1k
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Santrofi: Alewa (Out on Friday April 24

th
, 2020) 

OHCD 34 / € 11,80 / 4015698213973 / label: Out Here Records / format: CD / Ghana – Highlife 
OHLP 34 / € 13,45 / 4015698762860 / label: Out Here Records / format: LP / Ghana – Highlife 

Santrofi’s debut album Alewa brings a new wave of fresh highlife rooted in the past with a knowledge of the 
future directly from the streets of Accra. Santrofi was founded by bassist and producer Emmanuel Ofori who 
rose from the source having played with Ebo Taylor, Pat Thomas and Kwashibu Area Band and has now 
formed his own band collective: Santrofi. The 8 musicians are deeply rooted in vintage Ghanaian highlife 
music in all its forms. The influences range from the riveting fast-paced pulse of 70s dance-guitar highlife, or 
the other-worldly sound of Highlife funk to the polyrhythmic beats and melodies that took Afrobeat across the 
globe. The members have toured the world with legends like Ebo Taylor, Pat Thomas, Gyedu Blay Ambolley, 
Osibisa, George Darko and many, many others. Taking highlife into the future. Listen to a track. 

Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Lina_ Raül Refree: Lina_ Raül Refree       GBCD 85 / GBLP 85 
2. Merope: Naktes             GRANCD 16 / GRANLP 16 
3. Julian Schneemann & Friends: Caravan        JSRCD 1 / JSRLP 1 
4. 75 Dollar Bill: I Was Real        GBCD 74 / GBLP 74 
5. Aziza Brahim: Sahari        GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                  January    2020 
Aziza Brahim: Sahari             GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 
Mah Damba: Hakili Kélé         BUDA 860350 
Lamia Bedioui & Solis Barki: Fin’Amor       CD 2 
Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi                FA 4252  
Café Loti: In Taberna      99147 
Mamadou Kelly: Les Bateaux          CLECD 27 /CLELP 27 
World Music Charts Europe                       January 2020 
Aziza Brahim: Sahari             GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 
Dimitris Mystakidis: here & There     FSB 2 
Mamadou Kelly: Les Bateaux          CLECD 27 /CLELP 27 
Kankou: Kuma               CRR 1926 
Bantou Mentale: Mental Bantou            GBCD 73 / GBLP 73 
Jazzism                                                    #6 2019 
Joao Farinha & Fado ao Centro: Sim               FAC 2019 
El Khat: Saadia Jefferson          BTRCD 34 / BTRLP 34 
Folk                           #4 Dec. 2019 – Jan.-Feb. 2020 
Spoket I Koket: Chateau du Garage                  GO 219 
Tristan Driessens: A Folk Dancer’s Journey    2GN 5 
Rumbaristas: Rumbaristas     VLR 16 
Daughters Of Jerusalem: Daughters Of Jerusalem           FXCD 451 
 
 

Espanje                                     #1 January-March 2020 
Marina Rossell: Canta Moustaki  

y Canciones de la Resistencia        SATKCD 275 
Maruja Limon: Ante Mi                   KM 719 
Lust for Life                                     #96 2019 
Aziza Brahim: Sahari              GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 
Sahra Halgan: Waa Dardaaran        BUDA 827160 
Heaven                                                   #1 2020 
Matt Dwonszyk: Wonderful World                  TRR 49 
Skruk: Taking Back The Garden Of Eden            FXCD 459 
Bantou Mentale: Mentale Bantou            GBCD 73 / GBLP 73 
Aziza Brahim: Sahari             GBCD 83 / GBLP 83 
Mah Damba: Hakili Kélé         BUDA 860350 
Los Piranas: Historia Natural              GBCD 81 / GBLP 81 
Enrico Fink & Orchestra Multietnica di Arezzo:  

Occident Express    MASOCD 99143 
Refugees For Refugees: Amina     MP 11 
Les Lames Du Vent: Dejeuner Sur L’Herbe        VDECD 1562 
Kudsi Erguner: La Melancholie Royale     2GN 9 
Carlo Maver: Volver                 VM 3024 
Maria Emilia: Casa De Fado               PGB 7022 
Trombeatz: A Caribbean Thing                  TRR 48

LIVE 
3MA feat. Ballaké Sissoko, Driss El Maloumi & Rajery 
(Mad Minute Music / MDC) 
20/03/2020: De Doelen, Rotterdam (NL) 
21/03/2020: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
Antonio Zambujo (Soms Em Transito / MDC) 
28/04/2020: CC de Dinant, Dinant (B) 
29/04/2020: Wolubilis, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert (B) 
Bassekou Kouyate & Ngoni Ba (Outhere Records) 
16/03/2020: Concertgebouw Amsterdam (NL) 
18/03/2020: Lantarenvenster, Rotterdam (NL) 
Chicos Y Mendez (own label) 
21/02/2020: De Centrale, Ghent (B) 
31/03/2020: Ancienne Belgique (B) 
Harouna Samake (One World Music) 
19/03/2020: Paradiso, Amsterdam (NL) 
20/03/2020: Kaap De Werf, Brugge (B) 
21/03/2020: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
Joao Farinha & Fado ao Centro (Fado ao Centro) 
28/02/2020: Kerk aan de Ring, Hellevoetsluis (NL) 
29/02/2020: Engelse Kerk, Amsterdam (NL) 
01/03/2020: Op Hodenpijl, Schipluiden (NL) 
Kairos Collective (TouMilou Records) 
07/06/2020: Het Wereldlokaal, Zutphen (NL) 
Kaja (Kakafon Records) 
21/02/2020: White Bread Day, Vlaardingen (NL) 
Las Migas (Kasba Label) 
06/07/2020: Mons (B) 
Lina_Raül Refree (Glitterbeat Records) 
20/05/2020: Ancienne Belgique, Brussels (B) 
Los Piranas (Glitterbeat Records) 
26/05/2020: AB Club, Brussels (B) 

Merope (Granvat) 
22/04/2020: 30CC, Leuven (B) 
Oum (Music Development Company) 
26/02/2020: Philharmonie, Luxembourg (L) 
27/02/2020: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
28/02/2020: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
05/03/2020: Le Senghor, Brussels (B) 
Refugees for Refugees (Muziekpublique) 
08/02/2020: CC Braine, L’Alleud (B) 
Samba Toure (Glitterbeat Records) 
23/04/2020: Paradiso, Amsterdam (NL) 
24/04/2020: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
Shishani & Namibian Tales (Mundus) 
09/02/2020: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
Sirom (tak:til-Glitterbeat Records) 
01/03/2020: Alter Schlachhof, Eupen (B) 
22/04/2020: 30CC, Leuven (B) 
23/04/2020: Bozar, Brussels (B) 
Tamikrest (Glitterbeat Records) 
06/05/2020: Paard, The Hague (NL) 
07/05/2020: Podium Duycker, Hoofdorp (NL) 
08/05/2020: Podium Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
09/05/2020: Nieuwe Nor, Heerlen (NL) 
10/05/2020: Luxor Live, Arnhem (NL) 
17/05/2020: Kokopelli, Gullegem (B) 
27/05/2020: Het Bos, Antwerpen (B) 
28/05/2020: Het Depot, Leuven (B) 
31/05/2020: Loka Tierra, Lokeren (B) 
Tita Nzebi (Bibaka) 
29/02/2020: Matrix, Rotteredam (NL) 
10/04/2020: Batavierhuis, Rotterdam (NL)

Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

https://soundcloud.com/outhererecords/santrofi-alewa-black-and-white
mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

